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neuroblasts. An example is the control of neuroblastTemporal Coordinates: The Genes
lineage fate by the gene gooseberry (gsb) (Buenzowthat Fix Cell Fate with Birth Order and Holmgren, 1995). In normal development, gsb is
expressed in a complete row of neuroblasts, which in-
cludes the neuroblast 5-2. The lineage produced by 5-2
consists of at least 10 neurons with different pheno-
Drosophila neuroblasts sequentially express a set of
types. By contrast, neuroblast MP2, which derives from
four transcription factors that specify the fates of their
a different row that does not express gsb, exhibits a
progeny according to the successive order of their
quite unusual lineage formed by two neurons, MP2d
generation. In analogy to spatial coordinate genes that
and MP2v. If gsb is expressed ectopically in MP2, its
specify neuroblasts by position, these sequentially ex-
lineage is converted into a 5-2 lineage.
pressed genes can be called “temporal coordinate
We now turn from space to time. After a neuroblast
genes.”
has been specified positionally, it delaminates from the
ectoderm and begins to divide unequally into one large
In the late 1970s, Corey Goodman and Nick Spitzer and one small daughter cell. The large cell (still called
astounded the community of developmental biologists a neuroblast) continues to go on this way for a variable
with their detailed descriptions of the lineage histories number of rounds. The small cell, called a ganglion
of neurons in the embryonic grasshopper CNS (Good- mother cell (GMC), typically divides equally one more
man and Spitzer, 1979). They were able to recognize time to generate a pair of postmitotic neurons. Often
individual neuroblasts by their position and observe that these neurons form a stack on top of the neuroblast
each divided in a unique and invariant pattern, produc- from which they originated. As postmitotic neurons in
ing an invariant sequential series of specific neurons. the insect CNS do not generally migrate, the position
These observations stimulated research in a number of of a neuron in the CNS depends on whether it was
directions, one of which was an investigation into the generated early or late. In this way, a histogenetic order
mechanisms by which neuroblasts and their successive is built into the cellular cortex of the insect CNS, with
progeny became differentially specified. With the dis- early neurons deep and close to the neuropil and late
covery that homologous patterns of neuroblasts occur neurons next to the surface of the brain.
in all arthropods (Thomas et al., 1984), the power of This arrangement of cells according to relative birth
genetics was brought to bear on this problem, using date is also observed in laminated structures in the ver-
Drosophila as an experimental system. Much has been tebrate CNS, the best example being the cerebral cortex.
learned about this process over the last 20 years, espe- In the mammalian cortex, cells acquire their fates at the
cially about the spatial patterning of neuroblasts, but ventricular surface at the time they are born, and these
until recently little was known about the mechanisms postmitotic neurons cells then migrate to their specified
that control the sequential generation of neurons. A re- laminar destinations (McConnell, 1995). In both the cor-
cent paper in Cell by Isshiki et al. (2001) now reveals, tex and the retina, it is thought that progenitors are
at a molecular level, how unique fates are acquired by pluripotent and realize their particular fates by being
the successive daughters of a neuroblast. exposed to an extracellular environment that changes
To understand this temporal aspect of determination, with time (Harris, 1997). Whether intrinsically or extrinsi-
it may be worthwhile to revisit how neuroblasts are de- cally controlled, particular combinations of transcription
termined in positional space. In many invertebrates, in- factors are expressed in the neuroblasts of both the
cluding insects, CNS neuroblasts segregate at particular vertebrate retina and fly CNS over the course of develop-
positions from the neuroectoderm. They arise in rows ment, and these factors appear to restrict the compe-
and columns and acquire unique fates based on combi- tence of neuroblasts to the fates that are appropriate
nations of spatially restricted transcription factors, in- (Livesey and Cepko, 2001).
cluding mediolateral genes, homeobox genes, and seg- The first insights into this problem in the fly CNS were
ment polarity genes, which superimpose a spatial grid of made in Odenwald’s laboratory at the NIH where they
molecular coordinates over the neurectoderm (Skeath, showed that expression of the transcription factor genes
1999). When a neuroblast is specified, it takes with it hunchback (hb), pdm, and castor (cas) occur sequen-
the particular combination of “spatial coordinate genes” tially in the embryonic CNS of Drosophila (Kambadur et
al., 1998). Furthermore, the CNS neuroblasts themselvesthat were expressed in the cluster of cells from which
it derived. These spatial coordinate genes thus provide sequentially express these three genes in a conserved
order (Brody and Odenwald, 2000), and whichever ofneuroblasts with distinct regional identities. Genetic
analysis has shown that absence or overexpression of the three genes is expressed in the neuroblast when it
divides continues to be expressed in the progeny. Thus,these coordinate genes leads to alterations of whole
groups of the clonally related descendants of particular the earliest generated neurons in the fly CNS tend to
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Temporal Coordinate Genes Specific Neuro-
blast Lineages
(A) Neuroblasts transiently express Hb →
Kr→ Pdm→ Cas, but their progeny maintain
the transcription factor profile present at their
birth.
(B) Hb and Kr loss of function and misexpres-
sion phenotypes. GMCs are labeled ac-
cording to birth order, with “1” representing
all Hb  GMCs (there are one or two Hb 
GMCs, depending on the lineage) and “2,
3, 4” representing the following GMCs in
the lineage. Dashes circles represent abnor-
mal GMC development (GMC death, GMC
skipped, or GMC transformed to a later-born
fate).
Adapted from Isshiki et al. (2001).
express hb, while later generated neurons express pdm, affect the temporal expression of subsequently ex-
pressed genes. Thus, these interactions refine sequen-and still later generated neurons express cas. By anal-
ogy to the spatial coordinate genes, we might call these tial expression, but a third possibility, a more mysterious
clock mechanism, may be largely responsible for gener-“temporal coordinate genes.”
In their paper, published in the August 24 issue of Cell, ating the order itself. The clock in this case appears to
be directly related to the cell cycle, as arresting cellIsshiki et al. follow individual neuroblasts and their prog-
eny. It appears that each neuroblast they examined ex- division with the Cdc25 mutant, string, freezes the pat-
tern in time. This addition of a time axis greatly adds topress four temporal coordinate genes hb, Kruppel (Kr),
pdm, and cas, in that invariant order. By following the our understanding of how different neuronal types arise
in the Drosophila CNS, and it also raises the intriguingGMCs and their daughters neurons, Isshiki et al. con-
firmed on a cellular level that each GMC maintains the problem of how the cell cycle clock regulates the expres-
sion of the temporal coordinate genes. This latter ques-expression profile of the temporal coordinate genes that
its parent neuroblast displayed at the time the GMC was tion may be deep at the heart of sequential neuronal
histogenesis.generated (see Figure, panel A). The relevance of these
temporal coordinates to neuronal fate was addressed
with misexpression constructs and loss of function mu-
W.A. Harristants in hb and Kr. These experiments lead to respecifi-
Department of Anatomycation of GMCs and their progeny to earlier or later fates,
Cambridge Universityas expected if these genes really are important to fate
Cambridge, CB2 3DY(see Figure, panel B). Thus, these temporal coordinate
United Kingdomgenes play a similar role in fate specification along a
histogenetic axis as the spatial coordinate genes play
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